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Abstra t
An aggregate signature s heme is a digital signature that supports aggregation: Given n
signatures on n distin t messages from n distin t users, it is possible to aggregate all these
signatures into a single short signature. This single signature (and the n original messages) will
onvin e the veri er that the n users did indeed sign the n original messages (i.e., user i signed
message Mi for i = 1; : : : ; n). In this paper we introdu e the on ept of an aggregate signature
s heme, present se urity models for su h signatures, and give several appli ations for aggregate
signatures. We onstru t an eÆ ient aggregate signature from a re ent short signature s heme
based on bilinear maps due to Boneh, Lynn, and Sha ham. Aggregate signatures are useful
for redu ing the size of erti ate hains (by aggregating all signatures in the hain) and for
redu ing message size in se ure routing proto ols su h as SBGP. We also show that aggregate
signatures give rise to veri ably en rypted signatures. Su h signatures enable the veri er to test
that a given iphertext C is the en ryption of a signature on a given message M . Veri ably
en rypted signatures are used in ontra t-signing proto ols. Finally, we show that similar ideas
an be used to extend the short signature s heme to give simple ring signatures.

1 Introdu tion
Many real-world appli ations involve signatures on many di erent messages generated by many
di erent users. For example, in a Publi Key Infrastru ture (PKI) of depth n, ea h user is given
a hain of n erti ates. The hain ontains n signatures by n Certi ate Authorities (CAs) on
n distin t erti ates. Similarly, in the Se ure BGP proto ol (SBGP) [14℄ ea h router re eives a
list of n signatures attesting to a ertain path of length n in the network. A router signs its own
segment in the path and forwards the resulting list of n + 1 signatures to the next router. As
a result, the number of signatures in routing messages is linear in the length of the path. Both
appli ations would bene t from a method for ompressing the list of signatures on distin t messages
issued by distin t parties. Spe i ally, X.509 erti ate hains ould be shortened by ompressing
the n signatures in the hain into a single signature.
An aggregate signature s heme enables us to a hieve pre isely this type of ompression. Suppose
ea h of n users has a publi -private key pair (PKi ; SKi ). User ui signs message Mi to obtain a
signature i . Then there is a publi aggregation algorithm that takes as input all of 1 ; : : : ; n and
outputs a short ompressed signature . Anyone an aggregate the n signatures. Moreover, the
aggregation an be performed in rementally. That is, signatures 1 ; 2 an be aggregated into 12
whi h an then be further aggregated with 3 to obtain 123 . When aggregating signatures in a
erti ate hain, ea h CA an in rementally aggregate its own signature into the hain. There is
also an aggregate veri ation algorithm that takes P K1 ; : : : ; P Kn , M1 ; : : : ; Mn , and  and de ides
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whether the aggregate signature is valid. Intuitively, the se urity requirement is that the aggregate
signature  is de lared valid only if the aggregator who reated  was given all of 1 ; : : : ; n . Pre ise
se urity de nitions are given in Se tion 3.2. Thus, an aggregate signature provides non-repudiation
at on e on many di erent messages by many users.
We onstru t an aggregate signature s heme based on a re ent short signature due to Boneh,
Lynn, and Sha ham (BLS) [6℄. This signature s heme works in any group where the De ision DiÆeHellman problem (DDH) is easy, but the Computational DiÆe-Hellman problem (CDH) is hard.
We refer to su h groups as gap groups [6, 22℄. Re ently there have been a number of onstru tions
using su h gap groups [6, 15, 7, 4℄. Surprisingly, gap groups are insuÆ ient for onstru ting eÆ ient
aggregate signatures. Instead, our onstru tion uses a pair of groups G1 ; GT for whi h there is a
bilinear map e : G1  G1 ! GT and CDH is hard in G1 . Joux and Nguyen [13℄ showed that the
map e an used to solve DDH, and so G1 is a gap group. However, the extra stru ture provided
by the bilinear map enables us to onstru t an eÆ ient aggregate signature s heme. We do not
know how to build eÆ ient aggregate signatures from general gap groups. Thus, our onstru tion
is an example where the bilinear map provides extra fun tionality beyond a simple algorithm for
solving DDH. Bilinear maps were previously used for three-way DiÆe-Hellman [13℄, Identity-Based
En ryption (IBE) [5℄, and Hierar hi al IBE [12, 10℄.
Aggregate signatures are related to multisignatures [17, 21, 20, 4℄. In multisignatures, a set of
users all sign the same message and the result is a single signature. Re ently, Mi ali et al. [17℄
de ned a se urity model for multisignatures and gave some onstru tions and appli ations. Multisignatures are insuÆ ient for the appli ations we have in mind, su h as erti ate hains and
SBGP. For these appli ations we must be able to aggregate signatures on distin t messages. We
note that re ently Boldyreva [4℄ showed that general gap groups are suÆ ient for onstru ting multisignatures from BLS signatures. As noted above, to obtain aggregate signatures, one needs the
extra stru ture provided by bilinear maps.
As a further appli ation for aggregate signatures we show in Se tion 4 that ertain aggregate
signature s hemes give rise to simple veri ably en rypted signatures. These signatures enable user
Ali e to give Bob a signature on a message M en rypted using a third party's publi key and Bob
to verify oine that the en rypted signature is valid. Veri ably en rypted signature are used in
optimisti ontra t signing proto ols [1, 2℄ to enable fair ex hange. Previous onstru tions [1, 23℄
require zero knowledge proofs and intera tion to verify the en rypted signature. The veri ably
en rypted signatures in Se tion 4 an be veri ed without any intera tion.
As a third appli ation of these ideas we onstru t in Se tion 5 a simple ring signature [24℄ using
bilinear maps. As above, the onstru tion using a bilinear map is simpler and more eÆ ient than
onstru tions that only make use of gap groups.

2 Signature s hemes based on o-gap DiÆe-Hellman
We rst review a few on epts related to bilinear maps and Gap DiÆe-Hellman signatures [6℄.
Throughout the paper we use the following notation:
1. G1 and G2 are two (multipli ative) y li groups of prime order p;
2. g1 is a generator of G1 and g2 is a generator of G2 ;
3. is a omputable isomorphism from G1 to G2 , with (g1 ) = g2 ; and
4. e is a omputable bilinear map e : G1  G2 ! GT as des ribed below.
The isomorphism is mostly needed for the proofs of se urity. To keep the dis ussion general, we
simply assume that exists and is eÆ iently omputable. When G1 ; G2 are subgroups of the group
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of points of an ellipti urve E=F q , the tra e map on the urve an be used as this isomorphism
(we assume G1  E=F qr and G2  E=F q ).
Throughout the paper, we onsider bilinear maps e : G1  G2 ! GT where all groups G1 ; G2 ; GT
are multipli ative and of prime order p. One ould set G1 = G2 . However, we allow for the more
general ase where G1 6= G2 so that our onstru tions an make use of ertain families of nonsupersingular ellipti urves de ned by Miyaji et al. [18℄. These urves give rise to very short
signatures [6℄. This will lead in turn to short aggregate signatures, ring signatures, et . To handle
the ase G1 6= G2 we de ne the o-CDH and o-DDH problems [6℄. When G1 = G2 , these problems
redu e to the standard CDH and DDH problems. Hen e, for the remainder of the paper, although
we handle arbitrary G1 ; G2 , the reader may assume G1 = G2 for simpli ity.
With this setup we obtain natural generalizations of the CDH and DDH problems:
Computational o-DiÆe-Hellman. Given g1 ; g1a 2 G1 and g2 ; g2b 2 G2 ompute g2ab 2 G2 .
De ision o-DiÆe-Hellman. Given g1 ; g1a 2 G1 and g2 ; g2b ; g2 2 G2 de ide whether ab = .
When G1 = G2 and g1 = g2 , these problems redu e to the standard CDH and DDH. Next we de ne
o-GDH gap groups to be group pairs G1 and G2 on whi h o-DDH is easy but o-CDH is hard.
De nition 2.1. The groups G1 and G2 are, together, de ision groups for o-DiÆe-Hellman if the
group a tion on both G1 and G2 and the map from G1 to G2 an be omputed in one time unit,
and De ision o-DiÆe-Hellman on G1 and G2 an be solved in one time unit.
De nition 2.2. The advantage of an algorithm A in solving the Computational o-DiÆe-Hellman
problem in groups G1 and G2 is
i
h
def
R
a
b
ab
Zp :
Adv o-CDH A = Pr A(g1 ; g1 ; g2 ; g2 ) = g2 : a; b
The probability is taken over the hoi e of a and b and A's oin tosses. An algorithm A (t; )-breaks
Computational o-DiÆe-Hellman on G1 and G2 if A runs in time at most t, and Adv o-CDHA is
at least . Groups G1 and G2 are, together, (t; )- o-GDH groups if they are de ision groups for
o-DiÆe-Hellman and no algorithm (t; )-breaks Computational o-DiÆe-Hellman on them.

2.1 Bilinear maps

Let G1 and G2 be two groups as above, with an additional group GT su h that jG1 j = jG2 j = jGT j.
A bilinear map is a map e : G1  G2 ! GT with the following properties:
1. Bilinear: for all u 2 G1 ; v 2 G2 and a; b 2 Z, e(ua ; vb ) = e(u; v)ab .
2. Non-degenerate: e(g1 ; g2 ) 6= 1.
These properties imply two more: for any u 2 G1 ; v1 ; v2 2 G2 , e(u; v1 v2 ) = e(u; v1 )  e(u; v2 ); for
any u; v 2 G1 , e(u; (v)) = e(v; (u)).
De nition 2.3. Two groups G1 and G2 are, together, bilinear groups if the group a tion on either
an be omputed in one time unit, the map from G1 to G2 an be omputed in one time unit, a
bilinear map e : G1  G2 ! GT exists, and e is omputable in one time unit.
De nition 2.4. Two groups G1 and G2 are, together, (t; )-bilinear groups for o-DiÆe-Hellman if
they are bilinear groups and no algorithm (t; )-breaks Computational o-DiÆe-Hellman on them.
Joux and Nguyen [13℄ showed that an eÆ iently- omputable bilinear map e provides an algorithm for solving the de ision o-DiÆe-Hellman problem. For a tuple (g1 ; g1a ; g2b ; g2 ) we have
ab = mod p
() e(g1 ; g2 ) = e(g1a ; g2b ):
Consequently, if two groups G1 and G2 are together, (t; )-bilinear groups for o-DiÆe-Hellman,
then they are also (t; )- o-GDH groups. The onverse is probably not true.
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2.2 The o-GDH signature s heme
We review the signature s heme of [6℄, whi h an be based on any gap group. It omprises three
algorithms, KeyGen, Sign, and Verify, and uses a full-domain hash fun tion h : f0; 1g ! G2 ,
viewed as a random ora le [3℄.
The publi key is v 2 G1 . The
se ret key is x 2 Zp.
Signing. Given a se ret key x and a message M 2 f0; 1g , Compute h h(M ), where h 2 G2 ,
and  hx . The signature is  2 G2 .
Veri ation. Given a publi key v, a message M , and a signature , ompute h h(M ) and
verify that (g1 ; v; h; ) is a valid o-DiÆe-Hellman tuple.

Key Generation. Pi k random x

R

Zp, and

ompute

g1x .

v

A o-GDH signature is a single element of G2 . On ertain ellipti urves these signatures are very
short: they are half the size of DSA signatures with similar se urity. Theorem 1 of [6℄ proves the
existential unforgeability of the s heme under a hosen message atta k [11℄ in the random ora le
model assuming G1 and G2 are o-gap groups for DiÆe-Hellman.

3 Aggregate signatures
We de ne aggregate signatures and des ribe an aggregate signature s heme based on o-GDH
signatures. Unlike the o-GDH s heme, aggregate signatures require the existen e of a bilinear
map. We de ne se urity models and provide proofs of se urity for aggregate signatures.
Consider a set U of users. Ea h user u 2 U has a signing keypair (PKu ; SKu ). We wish to
aggregate the signatures of some subset U  U. Ea h user u 2 U produ es a signature u on a
message Mu of her hoi e. These signatures are then ombined into a single aggregate  by an
aggregating party. The aggregating party, who an be di erent from and untrusted by the users
in U , has a ess to the users' publi keys, to the messages, and to the signatures on them, but not
to any private keys. The result of this aggregation is an aggregate signature  whose length is the
same as that of any of the individual signatures. This aggregate has the property that a veri er
given  along with the identities of the parties involved and their respe tive messages is onvin ed
that ea h user signed his respe tive message.

3.1 Bilinear aggregate signatures
We des ribe a bilinear aggregate signature s heme. Individual signatures in the aggregate signature
s heme are reated and veri ed pre isely as are signatures in the o-GDH s heme (Se tion 2.2).
Aggregate veri ation makes use of a bilinear map on G1 and G2 .
The aggregate signature s heme allows the reation of signatures on arbitrary distin t messages
Mi 2 f0; 1g . An individual signature i is an element of G2 . The base groups G1 and G2 , their
respe tive generators g1 and g2 , the omputable isomorphism from G1 to G2 , and the bilinear
map e : G1  G2 ! GT , with target group GT , are system parameters.
The s heme omprises ve algorithms: KeyGen, Sign, Verify, Aggregate, and AggregateVerify.
The rst three are as in ordinary signature s hemes; the last two provide the aggregation apability.
The s heme employs a full-domain hash fun tion h : f0; 1g ! G2 , viewed as a random ora le.

Key Generation. For a parti ular user, pi k random x

R

publi key is v 2 G1 . The user's se ret key is x 2 Zp.
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Zp, and

ompute

v

g1x .

The user's

and a message M 2 f0; 1g , ompute
h
h(M ), where h 2 G2 , and 
hx . The signature is  2 G2 .
Veri ation. Given user's publi key v, a message M , and a signature , ompute h h(M );
a ept if e(g1 ; ) = e(v; h) holds.
Aggregation. For the aggregating subset of users U  U, assign to ea h user an index i, ranging
from 1 to k = jU j. Ea h user ui 2 U provides a signature i 2 G2 on Q
a message Mi 2 f0; 1g
k
of his hoi e. The messages Mi must all be distin t. Compute 
i=1 i . The aggregate
signature is  2 G2 .
Aggregate Veri ation. We are given an aggregate signature  2 G2 for an aggregating subset
of users U , indexed as before, and are given the original messages Mi 2 f0; 1g and publi
keys vi 2 G1 for all users ui 2 U . To verify the aggregate signature ,
1. ensure that the messages Mi are all distin t, and reje t otherwise;Qand
2. ompute hi h(Mi ) for 1  i  k = jU j, and a ept if e(g1 ; ) = ki=1 e(vi ; hi ) holds.
A bilinear aggregate signature, like a o-GDH signature, is a single element of G2 . Note that
aggregation an be done in rementally.
The intuition behind bilinear aggregate signatures is as follows. Ea h user ui has a se ret
xi
key xi 2 Zp and a publi key vi = g1xi . User ui 's signature, if orre tly formed, is i =
Q hi , where
Q hi
is the hash of the user's hosen message, Mi . The aggregate signature  is thus  = i i = i hxi i .
Using the properties of the bilinear map, the left-hand side of the veri ation equation expands:
Y x
Y
Y
Y
x
x
e(g1 ;  ) = e(g1 ;
hi i ) =
e(g1 ; hi ) i =
e(g1 i ; hi ) =
e(vi ; hi );

Signing. For a parti ular user, given the se ret key

i

i

x

i

i

whi h is the right-hand side, as required. It remains to prove se urity of the s heme.

3.2 Aggregate signature se urity
Informally, the se urity of aggregate signature s hemes is equivalent to the nonexisten e of an adversary apable, within the on nes of a ertain game, of existentially forging an aggregate signature.
Existential forgery here means that the adversary attempts to forge an aggregate signature, on
messages of his hoi e, by some set of users.
We formalize this intuition as the aggregate hosen-key se urity model. In this model, the
adversary A is given a single publi key. His goal is the existential forgery of an aggregate signature.
We give the adversary power to hoose all publi keys ex ept the hallenge publi key. The adversary
is also given a ess to a signing ora le on the hallenge key. His advantage, Adv AggSigA , is de ned
to be his probability of su ess in the following game.

Setup. The aggregate forger A is provided with a publi key PK1 , generated at random.
Queries. Pro eeding adaptively, A requests signatures with PK1 on messages of his hoi e.
Response. Finally, A outputs k 1 additional publi keys PK2 ; : : : ; PKk . Here k is at

most N , a game parameter. These keys, along with the initial key PK1 , will be in luded
in A's forged aggregate. A also outputs messages M1 ; : : : ; Mk ; and, nally, an aggregate
signature  by the k users, ea h on his orresponding message.
The forger wins if the aggregate signature  is a valid aggregate on messages M1 ; : : : ; Mk
under keys PK1 ; : : : ; PKk , and  is nontrivial, i.e., A did not request a signature on M1
under PK1 . The probability is over the oin tosses of the key-generation algorithm and of A.

A (t; qH ; qS ; N; )-breaks an N -user aggregate signature
s heme in the aggregate hosen-key model if: A runs in time at most t; A makes at most qH queries

De nition 3.1. An aggregate forger
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to the hash fun tion and at most qS queries to the signing ora le; Adv AggSigA is at least ;
and the forged aggregate signature is by at most N users. An aggregate signature s heme is
(t; qH ; qS ; N; )-se ure against existential forgery in the aggregate hosen-key model if no forger
(t; qH ; qS ; N; )-breaks it.

A potential atta k on aggregate signatures. The adversary's ability in the hosen-key model

to generate keys suggests the following atta k, previously onsidered in the ontext of multisignatures [17, 4℄. Ali e publishes her publi key vA . Bob generates a private key x0B and a publi
x0
key vB0 = g1 B , but publishes as his publi key vB = vB0 =vA , a value whose dis rete log he does not
0
know. Then h(M )xB veri es as an aggregate signature on M by both Ali e and Bob. Note that in
this forgery Ali e and Bob both sign the same message M .
One ountermeasure is to require the adversary to prove knowledge of the dis rete logarithms
(to base g1 ) of his published publi keys. For example, Boldyreva, in her multisignature s heme [4℄,
requires, in e e t, that the adversary dis lose the orresponding private keys x2 ; : : : ; xk . Mi ali et
al. [17℄ dis uss a series of more sophisti ated approa hes based on zero-knowledge proofs, again with
the e e t that the adversary is onstrained in his key sele tion. These defenses apply equally well
to our aggregate signature s heme. For aggregate signatures, though, there is a simpler defense.

A simple defense for aggregate signatures. In the ontext of aggregate signature we an

defend against the atta k above by simply requiring that an aggregate signature is valid only if
it is an aggregation of signatures on distin t messages. This restri tion, odi ed in Step 1 of
AggregateVerify, suÆ es to prove the se urity of the bilinear aggregate signature s heme in the
hosen-key model. There is no need for zero-knowledge proofs or the dis losure of private keys.
The requirement that all messages in an aggregate be distin t is naturally satis ed for the
appli ations to erti ate hains and SBGP we have in mind. Even in more general environments
it is easy to ensure that all messages are distin t: The signer simply prepends her publi key to
every message she signs prior to the appli ation of the hash fun tion h. The impli it pre x need
not be transmitted with the signature, so signature and message length is una e ted.
The next theorem shows that this simple onstraint is suÆ ient for proving se urity in the
hosen-key model. The proof is given in Appendix A.
Theorem 3.2. Let G1 and G2 together be (t0 ; 0 )-bilinear groups for o-DiÆe-Hellman, of order p,
with respe tive generators g1 and g2 , with an isomorphism
omputable from G1 to G2 , and with
a bilinear map e : G1  G2 ! GT . Then the bilinear aggregate signature s heme on G1 and
G2 is (t; qH ; qS ; N; )-se ure against existential forgery in the aggregate hosen-key model, where
t  t0 2 C (lg p)(qH + qS + N + 2),   2e  (qS + N 1)0 , and C is a small onstant (less than 2).
Here e is the base of natural logarithms.

Aggregate veri ation time. Let  be an aggregate of the n signature 1 ; : : : ; n . The time
to verify the aggregate signature  is linear in n. In the spe ial ase when all n signatures are
issued by theQsame publi key v, aggregate veri ation time is lower. One need only verify that
n
e(g2 ;  ) = e( i=1 h(Mi ); v ); where M1 ; : : : ; Mn are the signed messages.

4 Veri ably en rypted signatures
Next, we show an appli ation of aggregate signatures to veri ably en rypted signatures. Veri ably
en rypted signatures are used in appli ations su h as online ontra t signing [1, 2℄. Suppose Ali e
6

wants to show Bob that she has signed a message, but does not want Bob to possess her signature
of that message. (Ali e will give her signature to Bob only when a ertain event has o urred,
e.g., Bob has given Ali e his signature on the same message.) Ali e an a hieve this by en rypting
her signature using the publi key of a trusted third party, and sending this to Bob along with a
proof that she has given him a valid en ryption of her signature. Bob an see Ali e has signed the
message, but annot dedu e any information about her signature. Later in the proto ol, if Ali e is
unable or unwilling to reveal her signature, Bob an ask the third party to re over Ali e's signature.
We show that a variant of the bilinear aggregate signature s heme allows the reation of very
eÆ ient veri ably en rypted signatures.

4.1 Veri ably en rypted signature se urity
A veri ably en rypted signature s heme omprises seven algorithms. Three, KeyGen, Sign, and
Verify, are analogous to those in ordinary signature s hemes. The others, AdjKeyGen, VESigCreate,
VESigVerify, and Adjudi ate, provide the veri ably en rypted signature apability. The algorithms
are des ribed below. We refer to the trusted third party as the adjudi ator.

Key Generation, Signing, Veri ation. As in standard signature s hemes.
Adjudi ator Key. Generate a publi -private key pair (APK; ASK) for the adjudi ator.
VESig Creation. Given a se ret key SK, a message M , and an adjudi ator's publi key APK,

ompute (probabilisti ally) a veri ably en rypted signature ! on M .
VESig Veri ation. Given a publi key PK, a message M , an adjudi ator's publi key APK,
and a veri ably en rypted signature !, verify that ! is a valid veri ably en rypted signature
on M under key PK.
Adjudi ation. Given an adjudi ator's keypair (APK; ASK), a publi key PK, and a veri ably
en rypted signature ! on some message M , extra t and output , an ordinary signature
on M under PK.
Besides the ordinary notions of signature se urity in the signature omponent, we require three
se urity properties of veri ably en rypted signatures: validity, unforgeability, and opa ity.
Validity requires that veri ably en rypted signatures verify, and that adjudi ated veri ably
en rypted signatures verify as ordinary signatures, i.e., that VESigVerify(M; VESigCreate(M )) and
Verify(M; Adjudi ate(VESigCreate(M )) hold for all M and for all properly-generated keypairs and
adjudi ator keypairs. (The keys provided to the algorithms are here omitted for brevity.)
Unforgeability requires that it be diÆ ult to forge a valid veri ably en rypted signature. The
advantage in existentially forging a veri ably en rypted signature of an algorithm F , given a ess
to a veri ably-en rypted-signature reation ora le S and an adjudi ation ora le A, along with a
hash ora le, is
2
3
(PK; SK) R KeyGen;
def
6
7
Adv VSigFF = Pr 4VESigVerify(PK; APK; M; ! ) = valid :
(APK; ASK) R AdjKeyGen; 5 :
(M; !) R F S;A(PK; APK)
The probability is taken over the oin tosses of the key-generation algorithms, of the ora les, and
of the forger. The forger is additionally onstrained in that its forgery on M must be nontrivial: It
must not previously have queried either ora le at M . Note that an ordinary signing ora le is not
provided; it an be simulated by a all to S followed by a all to A.

7

De nition 4.1. A veri ably en rypted signature forger

F

(t; qH ; qS ; qA ; )-forges a veri ably enrypted signature if F runs in time at most t, makes at most qH queries to the hash fun tion,
at most qS queries to the veri ably en rypted signature reation ora le S , at most qA queries to
the adjudi ation ora le, and Adv VSigFF is at least . A veri ably en rypted signature s heme is
(t; qH ; qS ; qA ; )-se ure against existential forgery if no forger (t; qH ; qS ; qA ; )-breaks it.
Opa ity requires that it be diÆ ult, given a veri ably en rypted signature, to extra t an ordinary
signature on the same message. The advantage in extra ting a veri ably en rypted signature of an
algorithm E , given a ess to a veri ably-en rypted-signature reation ora le S and an adjudi ation
ora le A, along with a hash ora le, is
2
3
(PK; SK) R KeyGen;
def
6
7
Adv VSigEE = Pr 4Verify(PK; M;  ) = valid :
(APK; ASK) R AdjKeyGen; 5 :
(M; ) R E S;A (PK; APK)
The probability is taken over the oin tosses of the key-generation algorithms, of the ora les, and of
the forger. The extra tion must be nontrivial: the adversary must not have queried the adjudi ation
ora le A at M . (It is allowed, however, to query S at M .) Veri ably en rypted signature extra tion
is thus no more diÆ ult than forgery in the underlying signature s heme.

De nition 4.2. An algorithm E (t; qH ; qS ; qA ; )-extra ts a veri ably en rypted signature if E runs

in time at most t, makes at most qH queries to the hash fun tion, at most qS queries to the
veri ably-en rypted-signature reation ora le S , at most qA queries to the adjudi ation ora le, and
Adv VSigEE is at least . A veri ably en rypted signature s heme is (t; qH ; qS ; qA ; )-se ure against
extra tion if no algorithm (t; qH ; qS ; qA ; )-extra ts it.

4.2 Aggregate extra tion
Our veri ably en rypted signature s heme depends on the assumption that given an aggregate
signature of k signatures it is diÆ ult to extra t the individual signatures.
Consider the bilinear aggregate signature s heme on G1 and G2 . We posit that it is diÆ ult
to re over the individual signatures i given their aggregate , the publi keys, and the message
hashes. In fa t, we posit that it is diÆ ult to re over an aggregate 0 of any proper subset of the
signatures. This we term the k-element aggregate extra tion problem.
We formalize this assumption as follows. Let G1 and G2 be, together, bilinear groups for
o-DiÆe-Hellman of order p, with respe tive generators g1 and g2 , a omputable isomorphism
: G1 ! G2 su h that g2 = (g1 ), and a omputable bilinear map e : G1  G2 ! GT .
Consider a k-user aggregate in this setting. Ea h user has a private key xi 2 Zp and a publi
key vi = g1xi 2 G1 . Ea h user sele ts a distin t message Mi 2 f0; 1g whose hash is hQ
i 2 G2 and
xi
reates a signature i = hi 2 G2 . Finally, the signatures are aggregated, yielding  = i i 2 G2 .
y
x
Let I be the set f1; : : : ; kg. Ea h publi key vi an be expressed as P
g1 i , ea h hash hi as g2 i , ea h
xi yi
z
signature i as g2 , and the aggregate signature  as g2 , where z = i2I xi yi . The advantage of
an algorithm E in extra ting a subaggregate from a k-element aggregate is
P
#
"
( i2I xi yi )
R
P
x
y
)
(
x
;
:
:
:
;
x
;
y
;
:
:
:
;
y
Z
;

g
;
def
1
p
k 1
k
0
0
i
2I 0 i i
2
:
Adv k -Extr E = Pr (I ( I ) ^ ( = g2
):
(0 ; I 0 ) R E (g1x1 ; : : : ; g1xk ; g2y1 ; : : : ; g2yk ; )
The probability is taken over the hoi es of all xi and yi , and the oin tosses of E .
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De nition 4.3. An algorithm

E

(t; k; )-extra ts a subaggregate from an k-element bilinear aggregate signature if E runs in time at most t and Adv k-ExtrE is at least . An instantiation of the
bilinear aggregate signature s heme is (t; k; )-se ure against aggregate extra tion if no algorithm
(t; k; )-extra ts it.
We will be parti ularly on erned with the ase k = 2. In this ase, the aggregate extra tion
problem redu es to this one: given g1a , g1b , g2u , g2v , and g2au+bv , al ulate g2au . (If the extra tor
outputs g2bv instead, we may re over g2au as g2au+bv=g2bv .)

4.3 Veri ably en rypted signatures via aggregation
We motivate our onstru tion for veri ably en rypted signatures by onsidering aggregate signatures as a laun hing point. An aggregate signature s heme an give rise to a veri ably en rypted
signature s heme if it is diÆ ult to extra t individual signatures from an aggregate, but easy to
forge existentially under the adjudi ator's key. Consider the following:
1. Ali e wishes to reate a veri ably en rypted signature, whi h Bob will verify; Carol is the adjudi ator. Ali e and Carol's keys are both generated under the underlying signature s heme's
key-generation algorithm.
2. Ali e reates a signature  on M under her publi key. She forges a signature 0 on some
random message M 0 under Carol's publi key. She then ombines  and 0 , obtaining an
aggregate !. The veri ably en rypted signature is the pair (!; M 0 ).
3. Bob validates Ali e's veri ably en rypted signature (!; M 0 ) on M by he king that ! is a
valid aggregate signature by Ali e on M and by Carol on M 0 .
4. Carol adjudi ates, given a veri ably en rypted signature (!; M 0 ) on M by Ali e, by omputing
a signature 0 on M 0 under her key, and removing 0 from the aggregate; what remains is
Ali e's ordinary signature .
In the bilinear aggregate signature s heme, it is diÆ ult to extra t individual signatures, under
the aggregate extra tion assumption. Moreover, existential forgery is easy when the random ora le
hash fun tion is set aside: Given a publi key v 2 G1 and r 2 Zp, (v)r is a valid signature on a
message whose hash is (g1 )r = g2r . Below, we formalize and prove the se urity of the veri ably
en rypted signature s heme reated in this way.

4.4 The bilinear veri ably en rypted signature s heme
The bilinear veri ably en rypted signature s heme is built on the bilinear aggregate signature
s heme of the previous se tion. It shares the key-generation algorithm with the underlying aggregate
s heme. Moreover, the adjudi ator's publi and private information is simply an aggregate-signature
keypair. The s heme omprises the seven algorithms des ribed below:

Key generation. KeyGen and AdjKeyGen are the same as KeyGen in the o-GDH s heme.
Signing, Veri ation. Sign and Verify are the same as in the o-GDH s heme.
VESig Creation. Given a se ret key x 2 Zp a message M 2 f0; 1g , and an adjudi ator's publi

key v0 2 G1 , Compute h h(M ), where h 2 G2 , and  hx . Sele t r at random from Zp
and set 
(g1 )r and 0
(v0 )r . Aggregate  and 0 as ! 0 2 G2 . The veri ably
en rypted signature is the pair (!; ).
VESig Veri ation. Given a publi key v, a message M , an adjudi ator's publi key v0 , and a
veri ably en rypted signature (!; ), set h h(M ); a ept if e(g1 ; !) = e(v; h)  e(v0 ; ) holds.
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Adjudi ation. Given an adjudi ator's publi key v0 and orresponding private key x0

2 Zp,

a
publi key v, and a veri ably en rypted signature (!; ) on some message M , ensure that the
0
veri ably en rypted signature is valid; then output  = !=x .

(If the adjudi ator does not rst validate a purported veri ably en rypted signature, a mali ious
user an tri k him into signing arbitrary messages under his adjudi ation key.)
It is easy to see that validity holds. A veri ably en rypted signature orre tly validates under
VESigVerify, whi h is simply the aggregate signature veri ation algorithm. Moreover, for any valid
0
0
veri ably en rypted signature, e(g1 ; !=x ) = e(g1 ; !)  e(g1 ; ) x = e(v; h)  e(v0 ; )  e(v0 ; ) 1 =
e(v; h), so the output of Adjudi ate is a valid signature on message M under the key v .
The next two theorems prove the unforgeability and opa ity of the s heme. The proofs are
given in Appendix A.

Theorem 4.4. Let G1 and G2 be y li groups of prime order p, with respe tive generators g1 and

with a omputable bilinear map e : G1  G2 ! GT . Suppose that the o-GDH signature
0 ; q0 ; 0 )-se ure against existential forgery on G1 and G2 . Then the bilinear veri ably
s heme is (t0 ; qH
S
en rypted signature s heme is (t; qH ; qS ; qA ; )-se ure against existential forgery on G1 and G2 ,
0 , qS  q0 , qA is at most q0 , and F is a small
where t  t0 4 F (lg p)(qS0 + qA + 1), qH  qH
S
S
onstant (at most 2).
g2 ,

Theorem 4.5. Let G1 and G2 be y li groups of prime order p, with respe tive generators g1 and

with a omputable bilinear map e : G1  G2 ! GT . Suppose that the bilinear aggregate signature
s heme on G1 and G2 is (t0 ; 2; 0 )-se ure against aggregate extra tion. Then the bilinear veri ably
en rypted signature s heme is (t; qH ; qS ; qA ; )-se ure against extra tion on G1 and G2 , where t 
t0
2 A (lg p)(qH + 3qS + qA + 2),   2e  qA 0 , and A is a small onstant (at most 2). Here e is
the base of natural logarithms.
g2 ,

4.5 Observations on veri ably en rypted signatures
We note some extensions of the veri ably en rypted signature s heme dis ussed above. Some of
these rely for se urity on the k-element aggregate extra tion assumption with k > 2.





A message-signature pair in the o-GDH signature s heme is of the same form as an identity{
private-key pair in the Boneh-Franklin Identity-Based En ryption S heme [5℄. Thus the veriably en rypted signature s heme an be modi ed to yield a veri ably en rypted en ryption
s heme for IBE private keys. Veri ably en rypted private keys have many appli ations [23℄.
Anyone an onvert an ordinary unen rypted signature to a veri ably en rypted signature.
The same applies to unen rypted aggregate signatures.
An adjudi ator's private key an be shared amongst n parties using k-of-n threshold ryptography [9, 8℄, so that k parties are needed to adjudi ate a veri ably en rypted signature.

5 Ring signatures
Rivest, Shamir and Tauman de ne ring signature s hemes and onstru t some using RSA and
Rabin ryptosystems [24℄. Naor de nes the losely-related notion of deniable ring authenti ation
and proposes su h a s heme that relies only on the existen e of a strong en ryption fun tion [19℄.
We shall see that o-GDH signatures give natural ring signatures.
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5.1 Ring signatures

Consider a set U of users. Ea h user u 2 U has a signing keypair (PKu ; SKu ). A ring signature
on U is a signature that is onstru ted using all the publi keys of the users in U , and a single
private key of any user in U . A ring signature has the property that a veri er is onvin ed that the
signature was produ ed using one of the private keys of U , but is not able to determine whi h one.
This property is alled signer-ambiguity [24℄. Appli ations for ring signatures in lude authenti ated
(yet repudiable) ommuni ation and leaking se rets [24℄.
Zhang and Kim [25℄ devised a bilinear ring signature in an identity-based setting. Our s heme
di ers from theirs, as our goal is to extend o-GDH signatures to obtain eÆ ient ring signatures;
the system parameters and key generation algorithm in our system are identi al to those of the
o-GDH s heme.

5.2 Bilinear ring signatures
The ring signature s heme omprises three algorithms: KeyGen, RingSign, and RingVerify. Re all
g1 ; g2 are generators of groups G1 ; G2 respe tively, and e : G1  G2 ! GT is a bilinear map, and a
omputable isomorphism : G1 ! G2 exists, with (g1 ) = g2 . Again we use a full-domain hash
fun tion h : f0; 1g ! G2 . The se urity analysis views h as a random ora le.

Key Generation. For a parti ular user, pi k random x

R

Zp, and

ompute

v

g1x .

The user's

publi key is v 2 G1 . The user's se ret key is x 2 Zp.
v1 ; : : : ; vn 2 G1 , a message M 2 f0; 1g , and a private key x
orresponding to one of the publi keys vs for some s, hoose random ai R Zp for all i 6= s.
Compute h h(M ) 2 G2 and set
 Y 1=x

Ring Signing. Given publi keys

s

h=

vi i
a

6

:

i=s

For all i 6= s let i g2ai . Output the ring signature  = h1 ; : : : ; n i 2 Gn2 .
Ring Veri ation. Given publi keys v1 ; : : : ; vn 2 G1 , a message
M 2 f0; 1g , and a ring signaQn
ture , ompute h h(M ) and verify that e(g; h) = i=1 e(vi ; i ).
Using the bilinearity and nondegenera y of the pairing e, it is easy to show that a signature
produ ed by the RingSign algorithm will verify under the RingVerify algorithm.

5.3 Se urity
There are two aspe ts a se urity analysis for ring signatures must onsider. Firstly, signer ambiguity
must be ensured. We rst show that the identity of the signer is un onditionally prote ted.

Theorem 5.1. For any algorithm A, any set of users U , and a random

u 2 U , the probability
A() = u℄ is at most 1=jU j, where  is any ring signature on U generated with private key SKu.
Proof. The theorem follows from a simple probability argument: for any h 2 G , and any 1  s  n,
Qn ai
the distribution fga ; : : : ; gan : ai Q F q for i =
6
s; as hosen su h that
g = hg is identi al
i
to the distribution fga ; : : : ; gan : ni gai = hg, sin e the value of any one of the ai 's is uniquely

P r[

2

2

R

1

2

1

2

=1

2

=1

2

determined by the values of the other ai 's.
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2

Se ondly, we need to examine the s heme's resistan e to forgery. We adopt the se urity model
of Rivest, Shamir and Tauman [24℄. Consider the following game played between an adversary and
a hallenger. The adversary is given the publi keys v1 ; : : : ; vn of a set of users U , and is given
ora le a ess to h and a ring-signing ora le. The adversary may work adaptively. The goal of the
adversary is to output a valid ring signature on U of a message M subje t to the ondition that
M has never been presented to the ring-signing ora le. An adversary A's advantage Adv RingSigA
in existentially forging a bilinear ring signature is the probability, taken over the oin tosses of the
key-generation algorithm and of the forger, that A su eeds in reating a valid ring signature in
the above game. The proof of the following se urity theorem is given in Appendix A.
Theorem 5.2. Suppose F is a (t0 ; 0 )-algorithm that an produ e a forgery of a ring signature on
a set of users of size n. Then there exists an (t; )-algorithm that an solve the o-CDH problem
where t  2t0 + (lg p)nqH for some onstant and   (0 =e(1 + qS ))2 , where F issues at most
qS ring-signature queries and at most qH hash queries.

5.4 Observations on ring signatures
Any ring signature s heme restri ts to an ordinary signature s heme when n = 1. Our s heme
restri ts to a short signature s heme similar to the o-GDH s heme [6℄. In this modi ed o-GDH
s heme,  equals h1=x rather than hx , and one veri es that e(g1 ; h) = e(v; ) rather than that
e(g1 ;  ) = e(v; h).
However, bilinear ring signatures have interesting properties that do not appear to be shared
by ring signatures in general. For any set of users U with u 2 U , anyone an onvert a modi ed
o-GDH signature by u into a ring signature by U . Spe i ally, to onvert a modi ed o-GDH
signature 1 on M for publi key v1 into a ring signature  = h10 ; : : : ; n0 i on M for publi keys
R
Zp for 2  i  n, and set 10 1 Qni=2 (viri ) and i0
v1 ; : : : ; vn , we hoose ri
(v1 ri ) for
2  i  n. More generally, anyone an further anonymize a ring signature by adding users to U .

6 Con lusions
We introdu ed the on ept of aggregate signatures and onstru ted an eÆ ient aggregate signature
s heme based on bilinear maps. Key generation, aggregation, and veri ation require no intera tion.
We proved se urity of the system in a model that gives the adversary his hoi e of publi keys and
messages to forge. For se urity, we introdu ed the additional onstraint that an aggregate signature
is valid only if it is an aggregation of signatures on distin t messages. This onstraint is satis ed
naturally for the appli ations we have in mind.
We gave several appli ations for aggregate signatures. For example, they an be used to redu e
the size of erti ate hains and redu e ommuni ation bandwidth in proto ols su h as SBGP. We
also showed that our spe i aggregate signature s heme gives veri ably en rypted signatures and
veri ably en rypted private keys.
Previous signature onstru tions using bilinear maps [6, 15, 7, 4℄ only required a gap DiÆeHellman group (i.e., DDH easy, but CDH hard). The signature onstru tions in this paper require
the extra stru ture provided by the bilinear map. These onstru tions are an example where a
bilinear map provides more power than a generi gap DiÆe-Hellman group.
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A Proofs
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Given an aggregate forger A for the bilinear groups for o-DiÆe-Hellman

and G2 , we build an algorithm C that uses A to break o-CDH on G1 and G2 . C is given a
hallenge (g1 ; g1a ; g2b ). It uses this hallenge to onstru t a publi key v1 that it provides to A. It
then allows A to run. At times, A makes queries to two ora les, one for message hashes and one for
message signatures by the private key orresponding to v1 . These ora les are puppets of C , whi h
it manipulates in onstru tive ways. Finally, if all goes well, the aggregate forgery whi h A outputs
is transformed by C into an answer to the o-CDH hallenge.
We assume that A is well-behaved in the sense that it always requests the hash of a message M
before it requests a signature for M , and that it always requests a hash of ea h message Mi that it
outputs in its aggregate forgery. It is trivial to modify any forger algorithm A to have this property.
C needs to engage in a ertain amount of bookkeeping. In parti ular, it must maintain a list of
the messages on whi h A requests hashes or signatures. Ea h message M , as it arrives from A, is
assigned an index i; i is obviously bounded above by qH . The message is stored in M (i) , its hash in
h(i) , and its signature (if available) in  (i) . C also maintains a bit array s(i) , to be des ribed later.
The behavior of C will depend on a probability onstant  , whi h will be optimized later to
yield the best possible redu tion. We de ne B to be the probability distribution over f0; 1g where
1 is drawn with probability  , and 0 with probability 1  .
C is given a hallenge (g1 ; g1a ; g2b ). In setup, it onstru ts v1 g1a . Then, for ea h i, 1  i  qH ,
C does the following. It pi ks a random bit s(i) R B , and a random number r(i) R Zp. If
(i)
?, a pla eholder value; if s(i) equals 0, C
s(i) equals 1, C sets h(i)
g2b  (g1 )r , and  (i)
(
i
)
(
i
)
(g1a )r . Note that, when s(i) is 0, (g1 ; v1 ; h(i) ; (i) ) is a valid
sets h(i)
(g1 )r , and (i)
(i)
o-DiÆe-Hellman tuple, so  is a signature on any message whose hash is h(i) .
Now C runs A with publi key v1 as input. When A requests a hash on a message M (i) , C
responds with h(i) . When A requests a signature on a message M (i) , C de lares failure and halts if
s(i) = 1, and otherwise responds with  (i) .
Finally, A halts. It either on edes failure or returns a value k (where k  N ), k 1 publi
keys v2 ; : : : ; vk , k messages M1 ; : : : Mk , and a forged aggregate signature . The messages Mi must
all be distin t, and A must not have requested a signature on M1 .
Sin e A is well-behaved, it must have asked for the hash of ea h of the messages Mi in the
aggregate. Let  be the mapping from aggregate-message index to C 's internal-bookkeeping message

G1
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index. Then Mi = M ((i)) for all i, 1  i  k. For ea h i, 1  i  k, C sets si s((i)) , ri r((i))
and hi h((i)) .
C now pro eeds only if s1 = 1 and, for 2  i  k, si = 0; otherwise it de lares failure and
halts. Sin e s1 = 1, it follows that h1 = g2b  (g1 )r1 ; for i > 1, sin e si = 0, that hi =Q (g1 )ri . The
aggregate signature  must satisfy the aggregate veri ation equation, e(g1 ; ) = ki=1 e(vi ; hi ).
For ea h i > 1, C sets i
(vi )ri . Then, for i > 1,
e(g1 ; i )

= e(g1 ; (vi )ri ) = e(g1 ; (vi ))ri = e(vi ; (g1 ))ri = e(vi ; (g1 )ri ) = e(vi ; hi );

So i is a valid signature on Mi (whose hash is hi ) by the key whose publi
C onstru ts a value 1: 1   (Qki=2 i) 1: Then
e(g1 ; 1 )

= e(g1 ; ) 

k
Y
i=2

e(g1 ; i )

1

= e(g1 ; ) 

k
Y

e(vi ; hi )

1

=

k
Y
i=1

i=2

e(vi ; hi )



k
Y

omponent is vi . Now

e(vi ; hi )

1

= e(v1 ; h1 ):

i=2

Thus 1 is a valid o-GDH signature by key v1 on a message whose hash is h1 . Equivalently,
(g1 ; v1 ; h1 ; 1 ) = (g1 ; g1a ; g2b  (g1 )r1 ; 1 ) is a valid o-DiÆe-Hellman tuple; but then so is (g1 ; g1a ; g2b 
(g1 )r1 = (g1 )r1 ; 1 = (g1a )r1 ) = (g1 ; g1a ; g2b ; 1 = (g1a )r1 ); therefore 1 = (g1a )r1 is the solution to the
posed omputational o-DiÆe-Hellman hallenge; C al ulates this value, outputs it, and halts.
It remains only to analyze the su ess probability and running time of F , and to optimize the
su ess probability by hoosing a suitable value for  .
C su eeds whenever A does, so long as (1) A never requests a signature on a message M (i) for
whi h s(i) = 1, and (2) A aggregates messages Mi su h that s((1)) = 1 but s((i)) = 0 for i > 1.
Multipli ation by a group element (su h as g2b ) indu es a permutation, so ea h h(i) is uniformly
distributed regardless of the values s(i) . Thus ea h signature request on some message M (i) is an
independent trial that auses C to halt with probability  . Sin e A makes at most qS signature
requests, the probability of C 's su essfully answering all signing queries is at least (1  )qS .
Disquali ation at the signature-query phase is independent of A's eventual su ess. For om(i)
parison, onsider a game in whi h C omputes ea h h(i) as (g1 )r regardless of s(i) , answers any
signature queries as asked, allows A to omplete its run, and then fails if it ever asked for a signature on a message M (i) with s(i) = 1. In this game, the independen e of disqualifying trials and
eventual su ess is obvious; the immediate halt in unlu ky runs is a short ut and does not a e t
the out ome distribution.
A annot previously have asked for a signature on M1 , so it an have no information about
the value of s1 ; in the forged aggregate, s1 = 1 o urs with probability  . For ea h i > 1, A
either asked for a signature on Mi , in whi h ase si = 0 with probability 1, or it didn't, and
si = 0 with probability 1  . Regardless, the probability that si = 0 for all i, 2  i  k , is at least
(1  )k 1  (1  )N 1 .
Thus, if A su eeds with probability , A su eeds with probability at least   (1  )qS +N 1  .
This probability is maximized at  = 1=(qS + N ), where it has the value


qS +N 1
qS +N
1
1
1
1
= q +N 1  1 q +N
 :
 1 q +N
qS + N
S
S
S
Now C 's su ess probability 0 is at least as great as this.
C 's running time in ludes the running time of A. The overhead imposed by C is dominated by
the need to evaluate group exponentiation for ea h signature and hash request from A, and the
two inversions and k exponentiations required to generate the o-CDH solution from A's forged
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aggregate. ea h omponent of A's aggregate. Any one su h operation may be ompleted by
using at most 2 lg p group a tions, and thus at most 2 lg p time units, on G2 (see [16℄). C may
need to perform as many as qH + qS + N + 2 su h operations, so its overall running time is
t0  t + 2 C (lg p)(qH + qS + N + 2), Where C is a small onstant that a ounts for the remainder
of C 's administrative overhead; in pra ti e, C should be at most 2.
To summarize: if there exists a forger algorithm A that (t; qH ; qS ; N; )-breaks the bilinear
aggregate signature s heme on G1 and G2 , then there exists an algorithm C that (t0 ; 0 )-breaks
o-CDH on G1 and G2 , where

qS +N
1
1
0
0
 :

1
t  t + 2 C (lg p)(qH + qS + N + 2) and  
q +N
1
q +N
S

S

Conversely, if G1 and G2 are, together, (t0 ; 0 )- o-GDH groups, then there an exist no algorithm A
that (t; qH ; qS ; )-breaks the o-GDH Signature S heme on G1 and G2 , where

qS +N
1
0 2 C (lg p)(qH + qS + N + 2) and   (qS + N 1)0
tt
1
:
q +N
S

For all positive qS + N , the radi and in the latter equation is greater than 1=(2e) where
base of natural logarithms, so the equation may be rewritten as   (qS + N 1)0  2e.

e

is the



Proof of Theorem 4.4. Given a veri ably-en rypted-signature forger algorithm V , we onstru t
a forger algorithm F for the underlying o-GDH signature s heme. The o-GDH forger F is given
a publi key v, and has a ess to a signing ora le for v and a hash ora le. It runs V , answering its
ora le alls, and uses V 's veri ably en rypted signature forgery to forge a o-GDH signature.
We assume that V is well-behaved in the sense that it always requests the hash of a message M
before it requests a veri ably en rypted signature or an adjudi ation involving M , and that it
never requests adjudi ation on a message M on whi h it had not previously asked for a veri ably
en rypted signature. It is trivial to modify any forger algorithm V to have the rst property. The
se ond property is reasonable sin e the input to the adjudi ation ora le in this ase would be a
nontrivial veri ably en rypted signature forgery; V an be modi ed simply to output it and halt.
F generates a key, (x0 ; v0 ) R KeyGen, whi h serves as the adjudi ator's key. Now F runs V ,
providing as input the publi keys v and v0 . When V makes an ora le query, F answers, as follows.
Hash. V requests a hash on some string M . F makes a query on M to its own hash ora le,
re eiving some value h 2 G2 , with whi h it responds to V 's query.
VerSig Creation. V requests a signature on some string M . (It will have already queried the
hash ora le at M .) F queries its signing ora le (for v) at M , obtaining  2 G2 . It then
sele ts r at random from Zp, and returns to V the pair (  (v0 )r ; (g1 )r ).
Adjudi ation. V requests adjudi ation for a veri ably en rypted signature (!; ) 0on a message M .
F he ks that the veri ably en rypted signature is valid, then returns !=x .
Finally, V halts, either de laring failure, in whi h ase F , too, de lares failure and halts, or
providing a nontrivial veri ably en rypted signature (! ;  ) on a message M  . F sets 
0
! =( )x whi h, by the validity property, is a valid signature on M  under key v .
That the forgery is nontrivial means that V did not query the veri ably en rypted signature
ora le at M  , from whi h it follows that F did not query its signing ora le at M  . Thus (M  ;  )
is a nontrivial o-GDH forgery; F outputs it and halts.
It remains only to analyze the su ess probability and running time of F . F su eeds whenever
V does, that is, with probability at least . F 's running time in ludes V 's, whi h is at most t.
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The overhead imposed by F is dominated by the need to evaluate two group exponentiations
for ea h veri ably en rypted signature request, an exponentiation and an inversion for ea h adjudiation request, and an exponentiation and an inversion in omputing  . Any one su h operation
may be performed using at most 2 lg p group a tions, and thus at most 2 lg p time units, on G2 .
Thus F 's overall running time is at most t + 4 F (lg p)(qS + qA + 1), Where F is a small onstant
that a ounts for the remainder of F 's administrative overhead; in pra ti e, F should be at most 2.
F queries its hash ora le whenever V queries its hash ora le, and its signing ora le whenever V
queries its veri ably en rypted signature ora le.
Combining all this, we see that if V (t; qH ; qS ; qA ; )-forges a bilinear veri ably en rypted signature on G1 and G2 , then F (t + 4 F (lg p)(qS + qA + 1); qH ; qS ; )-breaks the o-GDH signature
0 ; q0 ; 0 )-se ure, then the
s heme on G1 and G2 . Conversely, if the o-GDH signature s heme is (t0 ; qH
S
0 ; q0 ; qA ; 0 )-se ure
bilinear veri ably en rypted signature s heme is (t0 4 F (lg p)(qS0 + qA + 1); qH
S
0
against existential forgery, where F is a small onstant and qA is at most qS .


Proof of Theorem 4.5. Given a veri ably-en rypted-signature extra tor algorithm V , we on-

stru t an aggregate extra tor algorithm A. The o-GDH forger A is given values g1a and g1b in G1 ,
au+bv
g2u , g2v , and g2
in G2 . It runs V , answering its ora le alls, and uses V 's veri ably en rypted
signature extra tion to al ulate g2au , the answer to its own extra tion hallenge.
We assume that V is well-behaved in the sense that it always requests the hash of a message M
before it requests a veri ably en rypted signature or an adjudi ation involving M . It is trivial to
modify any extra tor algorithm V to have the this property.
A needs to engage in a ertain amount of bookkeeping. In parti ular, it must maintain a list of
the messages on whi h V requests hashes or signatures. Ea h message M , as it arrives from V , is
assigned an index i; i is obviously bounded above by qH . The message is stored in Mi and its hash
in hi . A also maintains an array si of bits and an array xi of elements of Zp, to be des ribed later.
The behavior of A will depend on a probability onstant  , whi h will be optimized later to
yield the best possible redu tion. We de ne B to be the probability distribution over f0; 1g where
1 is drawn with probability  , and 0 with probability 1  .
In setup, A sets v
g1a , the signer's publi key, and v 0
g1b , the adjudi ator's publi key.
Then, for ea h i, 1  i  qH , A does the following. It pi ks a random bit si R B , and a random
number xi R Zp. If si equals 1, A sets hi g2u  g2xi ; if si equals 0, A sets hi g2xi .
Now A runs V , providing as input the publi keys v and v0 . When V makes an ora le query, A
makes answer, as follows.
Hash. V requests a hash on some string Mi . A outputs hi .
VerSig Creation. V requests a signature on some string Mi . A sele ts y at random from Zp. If
au+bv
 (g1b )y ; g2v  g2y ). If si equals 0,
si equals 1, A omputes and returns (!; ) = ( (g1a )xi  g2
b y y
a xi
A omputes and returns (!; ) = ( (g1 )  (g1 ) ; g2 ). It is easy to verify that (; ) is in
either ase a orre t veri ably en rypted signature on the message with hash hi .
Adjudi ation. V requests adjudi ation for a veri ably en rypted signature (!; ) on a message M .
A rst he ks that the veri ably en rypted signature is valid. Then, if si equals 1, A de lares
failure and halts. Otherwise, it omputes and returns (g1a )xi .
Finally, V halts. It either on edes failure or returns a nontrivial extra ted signature  on
some message M  = Mi for some i . For the extra tion to be nontrivial, V must not have asked
for adjudi ation on a veri ably en rypted signature of Mi .
A now pro eeds
only if si = 1; otherwise it de lares failure and halts. Sin e si = 1, it follows
xi
u
that hi = g2  g2 . The extra ted signature  must satisfy the o-GDH veri ation equation,
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e(g1 ;   )

= e(v; hi ).

A sets 

e(g1 ;  )

=
=

 =

(v)xi . Then

 )  e(g1 ; (v)) xi = e(v; hi )  e(v; (g1 )) xi
e(v; g2u )  e(v; g2 )xi  e(v; g2 ) xi = e(g1a ; g2u ):

e(g1 ; 

Where in the last equality we substitute v = g1a . Thus (g1 ; g1a ; g2u ; ) is a valid o-DiÆe-Hellman
tuple, so  equals g2au , the answer to the aggregate extra tion problem; A outputs it and halts.
It remains only to analyze the su ess probability and running time of A, and to optimize the
su ess probability by hoosing a suitable value for  .
A su eeds whenever V does, provided V never requests adjudi ation for a veri ably en rypted
signature on a message Mi for whi h si = 1 and V extra ts a signature on a message Mi su h that
si = 1.
Multipli ation by g2u indu es a permutation, so ea h hi is uniformly distributed independently
of si . Ea h adjudi ation request on some message Mi is an independent trial that auses A to
halt with probability  . Sin e V makes at most qA adjudi ation requests, the probability of A's
su essfully answering all adjudi ation queries is at least (1  )qA . Disquali ation at this phase is
independent of A's eventual su ess, by an argument analogous to that deployed in Theorem 3.2;
it amounts to a short utting of unlu ky runs.
V annot previously have asked for a signature on Mi , so it an have no information about the
value of si ; in the extra ted signature, si = 1 o urs with probability  .
Thus, if V su eeds with probability , A su eeds with probability at least   (1  )qA  . This
probability is maximized at  = 1=(qA + 1), where it has the value


qA
qA +1
1
1
1
1
 1 q +1  = q  1 q +1
 :
qA + 1
A
A
A
A's su ess probability 0 is at least as great as this.
A's running time in ludes V 's running time. The overhead imposed by A is dominated by group
exponentiations, of whi h one is needed for ea h hash, three for ea h veri ably en rypted signature
reation, and one for ea h adjudi ation, along with the exponentiation and inversion required to
ompute . Any one su h operation may be ompleted using at most 2 lg p group a tions, and thus
at most 2 lg p time units, on G2 . A's overall running time is t0  t + 2 A (lg p)(qH + 3qS + qA + 2),
where A is a small onstant, in pra ti e at most 2, that a ounts for A's administrative overhead.
To summarize: if there exists an en rypted-signature extra tor algorithm V that (t; qH ; qS ; qA ; )extra ts the bilinear veri ably en rypted signature s heme on G1 and G2 , then there exists an
algorithm A that (t0 ; 2; 0 )-extra ts a subaggregate on G1 and G2 , where

qA+1
1
0t  t + 2 A (lg p)(qH + 3qS + qA + 2) and 0  1  1
 :
qA
qA + 1
Conversely, if G1 and G2 are, together, (t0 ; 2; 0 )-se ure against aggregate extra tion, then there
an exist no algorithm V that (t; qH ; qS ; qA ; )-extra ts the bilinear veri ably en rypted signature
s heme on G1 and G2 , where

qA +1
1
0
0
tt
2 A (lg p)(qH + 3qS + qA + 2) and   (qA )
:
1
qA + 1
For all qA > 1, the radi and in the latter equation is greater than 1=(2e) (where e again is the base
of natural logarithms), so the equation may be rewritten as   qA 0  2e.
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Proof of Theorem 5.2. The o-CDH problem an be solved by rst solving two random instan es

of the following problem: given g2ab ; g1a (and g1 ; g2 ), ompute g2b . We shall onstru t an algorithm
A that solves this problem.
Initially A pi ks x2 ; : : : ; xn at random and sets x1 = 1. It sets vi = (g1a )xi . Algorithm F is
given the publi keys v1 ; : : : ; vn . Without loss of generality we may assume F submits distin t
queries (as previous replies an be a hed); that for every ring-signing query on a message M , F
has previously issued a hash query for M ; and that F issues a hash query on the message on whi h
it attempts to forge a signature some time before giving its nal output.
On a hash query, A ips a oin that shows 0 with probability p and 1 otherwise (p shall be
determined later). Then A pi ks a random r R F q , and if the oins shows 0, A returns (g2ab )r ,
otherwise it returns (g1a )r .
Suppose F issues a ring sign query for a message M . By assumption, A has previously issued a
hash query for M . If the oin A ipped for this h-query showed 0, then A fails and exits. Otherwise
A had returned h(M ) = (g1a )r for some r. In this ase A hooses random a2 ; : : : ; an R F q ,
omputes a1 = r (a2 x2 + : : : + an xn ), and returns the signature  = hg2a1 ; : : : ; g2an i.
Eventually F outputs a forgery h1 ; : : : ; n i for a message M . Again by assumption, F has
previously issued a h-query for M . If the oin ipped by A for this query did not show 0 then A
fails. Otherwise h(M ) = g2abr for some r hosen by A, and A outputs the rth root of 1 2 x2 : : : n xn .
F annot distinguish between A's simulation and real life. Also, A will not fail with probability
pqS (1 p) whi h is maximized when p = qS =(qS + 1), giving a bound of 1=e(1 + qS ). If it does not

fail and F su essfully forges a ring signature then A is su essful and outputs g2b .
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